Path of Heroism - revised 

Notes: The abilities here are bought the same way as the Dwarven Secrets of the Gun, or Buccaneer Flair abilities. 

My goal here is to expand the options for Sages who want to customise their fencing skills a bit; some players might want to do without a poignard, others might want to use a cape instead of a buckler, and others might want to try different weapons. So it goes: 

Crusading Cape: May be taken twice 
1st step: The Sage can, if he is carrying a cloak, use it in a duel. At this level, he can wrap it around his arm and use it as an improvised shield (+1 to his AC). He can also throw the cloak at an opponent (At -3 to hit) and blind him for a turn. This can only be done to an opponent who is in duelling range with him. 
2nd step: At this level, the cloak can be snapped in the face of an opponent, stunning him for a turn. Also, he can elect to hold onto the cape if he uses the throw action. Obviously, the cloak has to be long enough to reach between the two 

Sabrist: May be taken 4 times 
The Sabre is shorter than the rapier, and has a cutting edge. This allows the duellist to tricks that could not be done with the traditional rapier. 
Step 1: Uncanny Dodge - Owing to the shorter reach of the sabre, a duellist has to be able to react even quicker to incoming threats. This is treated the same as the uncanny dodge ability in the normal Path of Heroism 
Step 2: Right of Way - The duellist gains a permanent +2 to his initiative, again owing to speed and training 
Step 3: Step-through- This ability only works if the duellist is fighting someone with a straight weapon ie a sword or quarterstaff; if the sabrist's foe fails an attack, the duellist can make a counterattack against an opponent. This is done by sliding the sabre down the blade it has just parried and striking at the arm holding the blade. If it hits, the target must make a reflex check or drop his weapon and suffer 2 points of damage. 
Step 4: The Unkindest Cut - By making a called attack (A single roll at -4) against the straps and buckles holding a target's armour together, the duellist can reduce the armour's efficiency. AC goes down by one point for every three points of damage inflicted up to the armour's original AC; this represents the armour hanging loose and hindering movement, up to pieces falling off. Note that the GM may rule that Superior or magical armour may be immune to this ability. 

Main Gauche: Can be taken three times: 
Step 1: The Long and the Short - As described in the book 
Step 2: Duelling Mastery - As described in the book 
Step 3: Dual Mastery - A true expert, the Sage can use two Rapiers or Sabres in combat. This works like the first level of the Shadakai Buccaneer's Twin Cutlass Technique. 

Rapier Art: Taken up to 4 times 
-This includes levels 1, 2, 4 and 5 of the Path of Heroism in Magic of Magnamund. 

Weapon Notes: 
Rapier: as listed in the LWRPG, p. 110 
Sabre: Shorter and with an edge: Cost: 15 GC, Damage: 1d6 Slashing/Piercing Critical: 19-20/x2 Weight 2 lb. 
Smallsword: Smaller than a rapier, and the choice of nobles everywhere as a status symbol. Sages disdain the Smallsword for this reason. Cost 10 GC, damage 1d6, Crit x2, 1 lb. Can be used as a rapier, but has an extra -2 to hit due to its shorter reach 

During all this experimenting, this idea came up. Hare-brained and uncompleted, yes, but it might be worth a look, if only for a laugh or five. 

Prestige Class: Knight of the Road: 
I don't know if this has been done or not already; the idea came to me while I was doing this write-up. And of course this hasn't been play-tested at all. 
Zorro. Robin Hood. The Scarlet Pimpernel. Captain James Hind. All of these people had characteristics in common with the Lyran Sage - Well read, masters of the blade, and an intense dislike and rivalry with the corrupt nobles of their land. Some maintain secret identities, others don't care, and laugh as their images are plastered all over the city of their birth. 

A slightly romantic and idealistic figure, the Knight of the Road is part Sage, part bandit, and part revolutionary. They rob from the travelling nobles and (usually) use their winnings to fund their ongoing fight against the corrupt nobility, either by giving it to the poor, or using the money to raise an army of their own. 

End dice: d8 
Requirements 
Ability scores: minimum of 12 Con and Dex; only the fast and the tough are able to survive as a Knight of the Road 
Skills: Any four of: Acting, Bluff, Sense Motive, Athletics, Gather Information, Diplomacy, Disguise, Ride 
Special: This class is only open to Sages of Lyris who have at least one rank taken in the Path of Heroism or Knowledge - Heroics. Secret identity or not, Sages automatically gain Royal Hatred if they don't already have it 

Class Skills (In addition to Sage class skills) 
Acrobatics, Athletics, Ride, Intimidate, Survival, Climb 
Skill Points per level: 5 + int modifier per level 

Class features: 
Armour/Weapon proficiencies: may add one ranged weapon of the Sage's choice. 

Levels: 
1 BCS:+1 Fort:+0 Ref:+1 Will:+0 
2 BCS:+1 Fort:+0 Ref:+1 Will:+1 
3 BCS:+2 Fort:+1 Ref:+2 Will:+1 
4 BCS:+3 Fort:+1 Ref:+2 Will:+1 
5 BCS:+3 Fort:+2 Ref:+3 Will:+1 

Special abilities: 
Level 1: 
Hideout: The Knight has a small hidden place to call home; this is usually near the town he lives in, and can be in the wilderness, or hidden under an existing structure (Secret room, cave found as a boy, old shack, etc.) 

Royal Enmity: As described in Magic of Magnamund 

Level 2: 
Excellence: Must take it from Path of Heroism -or- Path of Knowledge: Heroics 
Reputation 1: Word of the Knight's activities has reached ears outside of his area of operation. Any attempt to gain information on him is at a +1 to the roll. 

Level 3: 
Excellence: As above. 
Set ambush: Sages who live to see this level can, in an outside area and with 5 minutes preparation, automatically catch people off guard. Treat the target as being stunned for 1d4 rounds. 
Level 4: 
Lucky escape: Either due to Fate, well placed friends, or whatever, the Knight is able to escape any situation that would take him to 0 Endurance, regardless of the source of the attack. This ability can only be used once a day. 

Level 5: 
Excellence: As above 
Reputation 2: The sage becomes a figure of story and legend, and people start flocking to his side. This has the effect of giving the Knight a small army, but they have to be cared for and believe that they have a chance of winning. Note that, for every 5 people that join the Knight's cause, there is a 1 in 6 chance that one of the new recruits will be an agent of the noble the Knight is fighting against!


Was thinking about this a bit more on the way to work. I think it would work best as a 5 level prestige class, not only open to sages, but also the nobility of Lyris, (After all, they should be fencers too,) and anyone else who's that way inclined. Working on a rough framework, there is no where near finished. 

The Duellist 

Requirements, BAB+3 
Proficiency in Rapier, Sabre or Epee 
2 ranks in Bluff 

Abilities 
BAB: Full 
Good Reflex save, Poor Fortitude and Wits save. 

Class Abilities 
Level 1 - Way of the Blade I 
Level 2 - Combat Expertise (As D&D 3.5 players guide) 
Level 3 - Way of the Blade II 
Level 4 - Canny Defence (Add Int Bonus the AC) 
Level 5 - Way of the Blade III 

Way of the blade would be 3 step paths linked to the 5 cities, plus maybe an extra few, (Say Summerland for Cavalry Sabres?) 

Now, I'm not sure which city to link each style too. 

Faux French Style, The nost compleate style, incorperating elemet of all the others, in particuar emphasis teqniques using two weapons, often a knife or similer in the off-hand. 

I Off hand attack with appropreate weapons, (Poinard, main gauch, Dagger etc.) 
II 
III Lunge, Charicter adds his DEx bonus to hit and damage, but is at -2 AC for rest of round. 

Faux Italian Style, This is a style based around using an extra long rapier, aiming at the eyes while maintaining a distance between you and your foe. 

I 
II Eye Rake Attack 
III 

Faux British Style, This is a underhand and brutal style, Incorporating fist and kicks. 

I Improved Feint 
II Low Blows (+D4 damage, doesn’t work if target immune to crit’s) 
III 

Faux Prussian Style, Hitting people with cavalry sabres with you toes touching, all based on hitting the face. (Don’t you just love those zany Prussians?) 

I Ignore Pain? 
II 
III 

Faux Spanish Style, The oldest and most complex fencing style, this revolves around the use of applying complex mathmatical equasions to the art of combat. More of a mystic cult than a pure martial art. 

I 
II As a partial action can make a Knowledge Arcana check and replaces there AC with there result for the round. (Im not sure what other lore mathmatic forumulas would be covered under.) 
III May use Int bonus instead of Dex or Str for Comat. (Hit and damage.) 

Faux Spanish bandit style, Duling with a chain and blade, idealy with the tow combatants chained to each other, but probably needs to be useable if they dont. (Fater all hoping the darklord picks up the chain your carrying and ties it to his wrist before obliterating you seems a bit naff.) 

I 
II 
III 


New weapons. 

Dualists are proficient in various weapons, some are new; 
The Sabre, The Duelling Cloak and the Poignard



The Duellist 

Requirements, BAB+3 
Proficiency in Rapier, Sabre or Epee 
2 ranks in Bluff 

Abilities 
BAB: Full 
Good Reflex save, Poor Fortitude and Will saves. 

Class Abilities 
Level 1 - Way of the Blade I 
Level 2 - Combat Expertise (As D&D 3.5 players guide) 
Level 3 - Way of the Blade II 
Level 4 - Canny Defence (Add characters Int Bonus to their AC) 
Level 5 - Way of the Blade III 

Way of the Blade, Each character must choose one of the Ways of the Blade, and gains the Tier 1 ability. When you gain addition Way of the blades you may either take the Tier 2 ability of the Way you are already on or take a new Way at Tier 1. 

Way of the Blade 1 (Faux Spanish Style, The oldest and most complex fencing style, this revolves around the use of applying complex mathematical equations to the art of combat; More of a mystic cult than a pure martial art.) 

Tier I – While armed, the character gains a +2 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. 
Tier II - As a partial action can make a Knowledge Arcana check and replaces their AC with their result until their next round. 
Tier III – Character may use his Intelligence bonus instead of his strength bonus with a Rapier, This replaces the strength bonus for both rolling to hit and determining damage. 

Way of the Blade 2 (Faux Italian Style, This is a style based around using an extra long rapier, aiming at the eyes while maintaining a distance between you and your foe.) 

Tier I – You gain a +1 Dodge bonus to your AC versus one opponent each round. 
Tier II - You may attack your opponent’s eyes while armed with a suitable piercing weapon, (Rapier,) an opponent you do damage to must make a reflex save difficulty of the damage you inflicted or be blinded for D4 rounds. 
Tier III – The character may make a special Lunge attack as a full action, this can only be performed on a character that is 5 foot away, It involves making a 5 foot step towards you opponent making a single attack on him at +2 to hit and adding your dexterity value to your damage. 

Way of the Blade 3 (Faux British Style, This is a underhand and brutal style, Incorporating fist attacks and the occasional swift kick to the Cods.) 

Tier 1 – The character may make a Feint as a partial action instead of a full round one. 
Tier II – The Character may add +D4 damage to all your attacks, including unarmed ones, Targets who are immune to critical hits are immune to this additional damage. 
Tier III – The character may make a single unarmed attack each round in addition to their normal attacks. This attack always takes place at the end of their turn, and is made using their full attack bonus –2. In addition, the first time this attack is used against an opponent, they are so surprised that they are denied there Dexterity bonus to AC against it. 

Way of the Blade 4 (Faux French Style, The most complete style, incorporating elements of all the others, in particular emphasis techniques using two weapons, often a knife or similar in the off-hand.) 

Tier I – The character may fight with any piercing weapon smaller than a rapier in there off hand and may elect to use it to make an extra attack at their maximum attack bonus by incurring a -2 penalty on all attacks that round. 
Tier II – While armed with a weapon, (Including bucklers and Capes,) in there off hand the character gains a +1 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. This bonus is Not negated if they use the weapon to attack. 
Tier III – If the character uses Tier one of this way, and has a BAB that allows it, he may make as many attacks as his BAB allows with each hand. This incurs the usual –2 penalty to all attacks. 

Way of the Blade 5 (Faux Prussian Style, Hitting people with cavalry sabres with you toes touching, all based on hitting the face. [Don’t you just love those zany Prussians?]) 

Tier I – When armed with a Sabre the character gains +1 to his attack bonus and +1 to Initiative. 
Tier II – The character gains a Damage reduction of 2/Bludgioning 
Tier III – When armed with a slashing weapon the threat range of the weapon is improved by 1. (So 19-20 becomes 18-20.) 




New weapons. 

Dualists are proficient in various weapons, some are new: 
Sabre: Stats coming soon as I browse through Conan, probably similar to an Arming Sword. Note this is not a cavalry sabre; it’s a duelling sabre. 
Duelling Cloak: Cannot be used to attack and gives no AC< but does give 10% concealment and a +2 circumstance bonus to all feinting. 

Revision 1: Rewrote bits, all ways now have 3 tiers of abilities. Still a fair bit to do, Feedback welcome, especially from poor Patrick who’s thread I have stolen. ;o)


Some quick ideas while im near my books. 

Sabre 50gp 1D8 dam 20/*2 2lb Slashing/Piercing, Light, Racial (duelists only) 

(wow it's quite hard giving weapons unique stats without making them grotty.) 

Cities to countries 

Helin = Spain (Close nit tradition) 
Karkaste = England (Naval tradition) 
Quarlen = Prussia (Metalworking tradition) 
Soren = Italy (farming tradition) 
Varetta = France (most developed fencing style = capitol)



Duellist of Lyris 

The art of the duel has always occupied a special place in Lyris, 

Endurance Die: d6 

Requirements 
To qualify to become a Duellist of Lyris, the character must fulfil all the following criteria. 

Base Combat Skill: +3 or higher 
Skill: 2 ranks in Bluff 
Special: Must be proficient with a Rapier 

Class Skills 
The Duellists class skills (and the key abilities for each skill) are 
Acrobatics (Dex), Bluff (Cha), Concentration (Con), Knowledge(History, nobility &royalty, warfare) (Int), Perception (Wis), Perform (Cha), Ride (Dex), Sense Motive (Wis), Slight of Hand (Int) 

Skill Points at each level: 5 + Int modifier 

Class Features 
Weapon and Armour proficiency 
Duellists are proficient with Rapiers, Duelling Sabres, Daggers, Shortswords and Poignards 
They are proficient with Light Armour, Bucklers and Duelling Cloaks 

Base Combat Skill: Full 
Base Reflex Save: Good 
Base Fort and Will saves: Poor 

Class Abilities 
Level 1 - Way of the Blade I 
Level 2 - Combat Expertise (As D&D 3.5 players guide) 
Level 3 - Way of the Blade II 
Level 4 - Canny Defence (Add characters Int Bonus to their AC) 
Level 5 - Way of the Blade III 

Way of the Blade, Each character must choose one of the Ways of the Blade, and gains the Tier 1 ability. When you gain addition Way of the blades you may either take the Tier 2 ability of the Way you are already on or take a new Way at Tier 1. 

Taking the first rank of any way of the blade gives the character an additiona class skill. 

Way of the Blade: Helin 
The oldest and most complex of the ways, this style revolves around the use of applying complex mathematical equations to the art of combat. It is shares elements more in common with a mystic cult than a pure martial art, and its members tend to be elitist and very formal. 

Bonus Skill: Knowledge (Arcana) 

Tier I – While armed, the character gains a +2 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. 

Tier II - As a partial action the duellist can make a Knowledge Arcana check and replace their AC with the result of it until their next round. 

Tier III – Character may use his Intelligence bonus instead of his strength bonus with a Rapier, This replaces the strength bonus for both rolling to hit and determining damage. 

Way of the Blade: Soren 
This highly defensive style is based around keeping your foe at reach, and is very popular, rivalling the schools of Varetta. Its proponents often use an extra long rapier, aiming at the eyes while maintaining a distance between themselves and their foe. 

Bonus Skill: Diplomacy 

Tier I – You gain a +1 Dodge bonus to your AC versus one opponent each round. 

Tier II - You may attack your opponent’s eyes while armed with a suitable piercing weapon, (Rapier,) an opponent you do damage to must make a reflex save difficulty of the damage you inflicted or be blinded for D4 rounds. 

Tier III – The character may make a special Lunge attack as a full action, this can only be performed on a character that is 5 foot away, It involves making a 5 foot step towards you opponent making a single attack on him at +2 to hit and adding your dexterity value to your damage. 

Way of the Blade: Karkaste 
Karkaste has no time for the formal elegance of other schools, its people are a practical breed, and there sword play is no different. “We fight to win,” is often perceived to be there unofficial motto. This is often perceived to be a underhand and brutal style, Incorporating such distasteful tactics as punching and the occasional swift kick to the Cods. 

New Skill: Profession (Sailor) 

Tier 1 – The character may make a Feint as a partial action instead of a full round one. 

Tier II – The Character may add +D4 damage to all your attacks, including unarmed ones, Targets who are immune to critical hits are immune to this additional damage. 

Tier III – The character may make a single unarmed attack each round in addition to their normal attacks. This attack always takes place at the end of their turn, and is made using their full attack bonus –2. In addition, the first time this attack is used against an opponent, they are so surprised that they are denied there Dexterity bonus to AC against it. 

Way of the Blade: Quarlen 
In Quarlen the Rapier is often viewed with ill favour, with the Dulling sabre is seen as a much better test of both the duellist’s and the smith’s skill. Fights here are highly formalised affairs, emphasising scaring one’s opponent’s face while rigorously facing him at all times. Quarlen breeds a hardy stock and its Duellists often have faces marked with vivid scars which they dsplay with pride. 

New Skill: Intimidate 

Tier I – When armed with a Sabre the character gains +1 to his attack bonus and +1 to Initiative. 

Tier II – The character gains a Damage reduction of 2/Bludgioning 

Tier III – When armed with a slashing weapon the threat range of the weapon is improved by 1. (So 19-20 becomes 18-20.) 

Way of the Blade: Varetta 
The proponents of the Varettan style will tell you that it is the most complete of the styles, incorporating elements of all the others, In particular it emphasis techniques of using two weapons, often the wielding of a knife or similar in the off-hand. It is a variant of this style that most Sages dabble in, and indeed, it is the most popular style throughout Lyris, and the most likely style to have schools established abroad. 

New Skill: Gather Information 

Tier I – The character may fight with any piercing weapon smaller than a rapier in there off hand and may elect to use it to make an extra attack at their maximum attack bonus by incurring a -2 penalty on all attacks that round. 

Tier II – While armed with a weapon, (Including bucklers and Capes,) in there off hand the character gains a +1 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. This bonus is Not negated if they use the weapon to attack. 

Tier III – If the character uses Tier one of this way, and has a BAB that allows it, he may make as many attacks as his BAB allows with each hand. This incurs the usual –2 penalty to all attacks. 

New weapons. 

Dulling Cloak: 10gp Cannot be used to attack and gives no AC< but does give 10% concealment and a +2 circumstance bonus to all feinting 
Dulling Sabre: 50gp 1D8 dam 20/*2 2lb Slashing/Piercing, Light, Racial (duellists only) 





Revision 2: Reworked the ways to fit the background, added class skills, rewrote bits to same format as Mongoose uses and added Duelling sabre.


Duellist of Lyris 

The art of the duel has always occupied a special place in Lyris, with almost everyone, be they Noble, Burgher or sage carrying a Rapier to defend their honour. Enthusiasts of such duels often seek out tutoring by one of the masters of the blade, who run schools in one of several formalised styles. 

Endurance Die: d6 

Requirements 
To qualify to become a Duellist of Lyris, the character must fulfil all the following criteria. 

Base Combat Skill: +3 or higher 
Skill: 2 ranks in Bluff 
Special: Must be proficient with a Rapier 

Class Skills 
The Duellists class skills (and the key abilities for each skill) are 
Acrobatics (Dex), Bluff (Cha), Concentration (Con), Knowledge(History, nobility &royalty, warfare) (Int), Perception (Wis), Perform (Cha), Ride (Dex), Sense Motive (Wis), Slight of Hand (Int) 

Skill Points at each level: 5 + Int modifier 

Class Features 
Weapon and Armour proficiency 
Duellists are proficient with Rapiers, Duelling Sabres, Daggers, Shortswords and Poignards 
They are proficient with Light Armour, Bucklers and Duelling Cloaks 

Base Combat Skill: Full 
Base Reflex Save: Good 
Base Fort and Will saves: Poor 

Class Abilities 
Level 1 - Way of the Blade I 
Level 2 - Combat Expertise (As D&D 3.5 players guide) 
Level 3 - Way of the Blade II 
Level 4 - Canny Defence (Add characters Int Bonus to their AC) 
Level 5 - Way of the Blade III 

Way of the Blade, Each character must choose one of the Ways of the Blade, and gains the Tier 1 ability. When you gain addition Way of the blades you may either take the Tier 2 ability of the Way you are already on or take a new Way at Tier 1. 

Taking the first rank of any way of the blade gives the character an additiona class skill. 

Way of the Blade: Helin 
The oldest and most complex of the ways, this style revolves around the use of applying complex mathematical equations to the art of combat. It is shares elements more in common with a mystic cult than a pure martial art, and its members tend to be elitist and very formal. 

Bonus Skill: Knowledge (Arcana) 

Tier I – While armed, the character gains a +2 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. 

Tier II - As a partial action the duellist can make a Knowledge Arcana check and replace their AC with the result of it until their next round. 

Tier III – Character may use his Intelligence bonus instead of his strength bonus with a Rapier, This replaces the strength bonus for both rolling to hit and determining damage. 

Way of the Blade: Soren 
This highly defensive style is based around keeping your foe at reach, and is very popular, rivalling the schools of Varetta. Its proponents often use an extra long rapier, aiming at the eyes while maintaining a distance between themselves and their foe. 

Bonus Skill: Diplomacy 

Tier I – You gain a +1 Dodge bonus to your AC versus one opponent each round. 

Tier II - You may attack your opponent’s eyes while armed with a suitable piercing weapon, (Rapier,) an opponent you do damage to must make a reflex save difficulty of the damage you inflicted or be blinded for D4 rounds. 

Tier III – The character may make a special Lunge attack as a full action, this can only be performed on a character that is 5 foot away, It involves making a 5 foot step towards you opponent making a single attack on him at +2 to hit and adding your dexterity value to your damage. 

Way of the Blade: Karkaste 
Karkaste has no time for the formal elegance of other schools, its people are a practical breed, and there sword play is no different. “We fight to win,” is often perceived to be there unofficial motto. This is often perceived to be a underhand and brutal style, Incorporating such distasteful tactics as punching and the occasional swift kick to the Cods. 

New Skill: Profession (Sailor) 

Tier 1 – The character may make a Feint as a partial action instead of a full round one. 

Tier II – The Character may add +D4 damage to all your attacks, including unarmed ones, Targets who are immune to critical hits are immune to this additional damage. 

Tier III – The character may make a single unarmed attack each round in addition to their normal attacks. This attack always takes place at the end of their turn, and is made using their full attack bonus –2. In addition, the first time this attack is used against an opponent, they are so surprised that they are denied there Dexterity bonus to AC against it. 

Way of the Blade: Quarlen 
In Quarlen the Rapier is often viewed with ill favour, with the Dulling sabre is seen as a much better test of both the duellist’s and the smith’s skill. Fights here are highly formalised affairs, emphasising scaring one’s opponent’s face while rigorously facing him at all times. Quarlen breeds a hardy stock and its Duellists often have faces marked with vivid scars which they dsplay with pride. 

New Skill: Intimidate 

Tier I – When armed with a Sabre the character gains +1 to his attack bonus and +1 to Initiative. 

Tier II – The character gains a Damage reduction of 2/Bludgioning 

Tier III – When armed with a slashing weapon the threat range of the weapon is improved by 1. (So 19-20 becomes 18-20.) 

Way of the Blade: Varetta 
The proponents of the Varettan style will tell you that it is the most complete of the styles, incorporating elements of all the others, In particular it emphasis techniques of using two weapons, often the wielding of a knife or similar in the off-hand. It is a variant of this style that most Sages dabble in, and indeed, it is the most popular style throughout Lyris, and the most likely style to have schools established abroad. 

New Skill: Gather Information 

Tier I – The character may fight with any piercing weapon smaller than a rapier in there off hand and may elect to use it to make an extra attack at their maximum attack bonus by incurring a -2 penalty on all attacks that round. 

Tier II – While armed with a weapon, (Including bucklers and Capes,) in there off hand the character gains a +1 deflection bonus to his AC against one opponent’s melee attacks each round. This bonus is Not negated if they use the weapon to attack. 

Tier III – If the character uses Tier one of this way, and has a BAB that allows it, he may make as many attacks as his BAB allows with each hand. This incurs the usual –2 penalty to all attacks. 

New weapons. 
Duelling Sabre: 50gp 1D8 dam 20/*2 2lb Slashing/Piercing, Light, Racial (duellists only) 

The duelling sabre, as opposed to the Cavalry sabre, is much lighter and is designed for use on foot rather than on horseback it is an edged weapon with a slightly curved blade and ornamental elements forming a partial knuckle guard. 

New Armour 
Duelling Cloak: 10gp, Gives no AC. but does give 10% concealment and a +2 circumstance bonus to all feinting checks. No Dex Penalty, No Max Dex, Arcane-casting failure 5% 

A Heavy cloak, used by wrapping around the arm so that one edge is trailing, this provides an area to hide your weapon and your body behind in a fight. 

Revision 3: Added more flavour text, made cloak armour rather than a weapon. 

Posted this on public forums.

